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This January 2016 Preferred Client Newsletter will discuss a topic on the mind of both owners and tourists,
and that is the subject of Clearwater Beach parking. Parking is a significant challenge because the
demand cycle has very high highs and very low lows. Parking Garages are largely empty in the slow
months, such as the 4th quarter of the year, and at capacity during peak months such as the 1st quarter.
Holidays and weekends put additional pressure on the parking infrastructure. 

Many of the surface level parking spaces were lost due to Beach Walk and the construction of new hotels.
The City of Clearwater recognized the problem and provided incentives for developers to provide
increased parking for their guests and, in some cases, parking for the general public. 

The City of Clearwater modified its requirements for hotel parking before the onslaught of Development
Agreements for new hotels. The new hotel parking requirement was 1.2 parking spaces per hotel room,
sufficient for each hotel room to have a parking space with another .2 parking spaces per room for staff.
This parking standard is still in effect. 

The City has a Parking Fund which is funded through the collection of parking fees from their parking lots
and parking meters. Parking tickets also materially contribute to the fund. The City is collecting millions of
dollars each year. The good news is that the Parking Fund dollars are plowed right back into parking
garages which rarely cash flow on a non-subsidized basis. 

The Hyatt Regency Clearwater Beach has a parking garage with 750 parking spaces, with 400 for guests
and 350 for the general public. A public-private partnership with Surf Style in their building adjacent south
to the Hyatt Regency resulted in a lower level retail area and a parking garage above this area. The Surf
Style lot has 349 parking spaces. And finally, a new parking garage is “going vertical” right now behind
Pelican Plaza on Mandalay Avenue. It will be eight (8) stories with a total of 702 parking spaces and will
be the only north Clearwater Beach parking garage upon completion.

The additional parking infrastructure has already reduced traffic from comparative levels the past few
years, despite record numbers of Clearwater Beach visitors. I live right in the middle of Clearwater Beach
and have found the parking problem dissipating. Parking will continue to improve as additional parking 
is added. The challenge for the City Council is to continue to focus on parking as new development 
is approved.
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Welcome to 2016
Although the year has only just started, 

I hope you’re enjoying it so far. Let’s do our 

best to ensure that 2016 is everything you 

want it to be. 

By the looks of things, this is going to be 

an interesting year in the local real estate 

market. If you ever have any questions 

about it, give me a call. 

All the best!


